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A VISIT TO TWO
SISTERS VINEYARDS
IS A VISIT TO A
EUROPEAN OASIS,
IN THE HEART OF
WINE COUNTRY.

Peller Estates Signature Series
Cabernet Franc Icewine 2017

Described as, “the ideal setting

experiences to their guests. “We wanted
to bring the Two Sisters experience into
people’s homes, so we naturally evolved
to offering Virtual Tasting experiences of
curated wine collections with interesting

for the collector who is looking
to add to their wine cellar,” the
Estate Room provides an exclusive
environment to enjoy Peller Estates’
very best wines. Available daily,
the Estate Room experience is
equipped with a team of consultants
to answer any questions you may
have, as well as a selection of back
vintage library wines and bottlings
that are only available at the winery.

food pairings,” say the sisters. “While it
has been incredibly successful, we love
to have wine lovers come to the estate to
experience what TSV has to offer in both
ambiance, service and dining. We have
created wine experiences at our newly
built ‘Veranda’ overlooking the vineyards
that run about 45 minutes and allow our
wine consultants a deeper conversation
and tasting experiences of back vintages
and current portfolio with each guest.”

FEATURED WINE

“We will most likely offer specialty
dining events during the fall/winter
months too, depending on COVID
restrictions. We typically have barrel
cellar dinners during the Icewine
Festival in January at Peller Estates,”
says the vineyard. “We’re looking
forward to these things coming
back!” they add.
As am I, Peller Estates, as am I.
See you soon!
peller.com

TWO SISTERS
VINEYARDS:

Architecturally influenced by Italian
Renaissance design, a visit to Two Sisters
Vineyards is a visit to a European oasis, in
the heart of wine country.
“It was a pure passion project for our
family that has evolved into a very special,
personal and rewarding endeavour,” say
the sisters.

A

nyone who has had
the privilege of visiting
a vineyard in Europe
knows the architecture of
the estate and the grounds
is truly something magical.
Inspired by their Italian heritage,
sisters Melissa and Angela have
successfully brought a little piece
of Europe to Niagara-on-the-Lake.

Melissa and Angela proudly maintain a
personal connection with each element
of the vineyard - part of what makes an
experience at Two Sisters particularly
special. “When guests come to spend
their time with us, it is like us inviting
them into our home and all of our team
members understand the importance and
dedication to the customer experience.”
From the way the winemaker crafts their
wines, to the ingredients in the dishes,
to how the candles are arranged in their
barrel cellar, the sisters are involved to
create sensorial, educational experiences.
While navigating the last 18 months, Two
Sisters embraced the challenge of thinking
outside the box, and offered creative

In addition to the Veranda experiences,
the sisters are working diligently to
perfect their tour program, launching late
fall. “We have a private and corporate
events program that include both wine
and culinary experiences and can be
customizable to the wants and needs
of the host. We have planned exciting
masterclasses that will have guests tasting
through cellar wines together with our
TSV esteemed estate sommeliers in our
intimate barrel cellar. These experiences
are very wine focused and educational.
Winemaker dinners have been scheduled
to take place this fall and winter which
will showcase our culinary creations from
our popular winery restaurant Kitchen76
carefully paired with our range of library
and current wines by our winemaker
Adam Pearce who will host the dinner.”
I can’t think of a better way to enjoy the
cooler weather than by supporting this
local, European escape. Grazie Mille,
Melissa and Angela!
twosistersvineyards.com
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Most excitingly, Peller Estates will be
offering a Winter Market beginning
in November. Running through
until March, the market includes
premium access to their outdoor
tasting area, as well as a beverage of
your choice in a souvenir glass, and
an Icewine marshmallow to roast
over a crackling fire. If you’re looking
to gift an experience this holiday
season, a trip to the Peller Estates
Winter market is sure to impress.

